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ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper is creation of precision test model for WER RP neutron-
physics calculations.

The model is considered as a tool for verification of deterministic computer codes that
enables to reduce conservatism of design calculations and enhance VVER RP
competitiveness. Precision calculations were performed using code MCNP5/1/ (Monte-Carlo
method). Engineering computer package Sapfir _95&RC_WER/2/ is used in comparative
analysis of the results, it was certified for design calculations of WER RU neutron-physics
characteristics.

The object of simulation is the first fuel loading of Volgodon NPP RP. Peculiarities of
transition in calculation using MCNP5 from 2D geometry to 3D geometry are shown on the
full-scale model. All core components as well as radial and face reflectors, AR in CPS CR are
represented in detail description according to the design.

The first stage of application of the model is assessment of accuracy of calculation of the
core power.

At the second stage CPS CR worth was assessed.
Full-scale RP representation in calculation using code MCNP5 is time consuming that

calls for parallelization of computational problem on multiprocessing computer. The authors
express their acknowledgment to V.G. Artemov and A.S. Ivanov from FSUE "NITI after
A.P. Alexadrov", Sosnovy Bor for assistance in carrying out calculations using code package
Sapfir_95&RC_WER.

1. SOFTWARE

Code package Sapfir_95&RC is developed at FSUE NITI after A.P. Alexandrov.
Operation of the package is involved in close interrelation of two basic codes. Sapfir_95
enables to prepare few group diffusion constants. Code RC is intended for calculation of
neutron-physics characteristics of WER reactors in 3D geometry, in few group diffusion
approximations with regard for burnup.
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Diffusion equations are solved using finite-difference mesh with 6 or 24 points per fuel
assembly. The structure of side reflector is simulated by a set of triangular prisms. On the
boundary of the core and the reflector possibility of correction of boundary conditions is
provided simulating jump of neutron flux. Correction factors are chosen on the basis of
benchmarking calculations of fuel assembly and fuel rod power.

For assessment of accuracy of diffusion approximation in calculations of fuel power, the
present paper gives a comparative analysis of the results with precision code MCNP5
developed in American National Laboratory Los-Alamos.

Preparation of constants is performed by code NJOY99 using nuclear data ENDF/B-VI.
The number of histories of neutrons in calculations reached 800 - 2000 mln/histories of
neutrons that has become possible using parallelization of the problem by MPI procedure.

2. CALCULATTONAL MODEL

Volgodon NPP, No.l with VVEER-1000 was chosen as a prototype for test problem.
Core composition varies against the problem - it is the first fuel loading of Volgodon NPP
(VNPP) or the first loading for AES-2006 (V1200) with permanent face and radial reflectors.
2D and 3D core presentation is considered.

2D calculational models (VNPP) and (VI200) reflect presentation of the reactor in plan
corresponding to the core middle part (according to the design). Temperatures of the core
components - volume averaged. Reactor, state is unpoisoned corresponding to BOC under
nominal power level.

3D calcualtional model (VNPP) supplements 2D model by presence of fuel column. CPS
CR in the core is considered only in calculation at hot zero power (HZP). Temperatures of all
the core components are determined by power level, at HZP they were assumed equal to
coolant temperature at the core inlet, at nominal power they are averaged over fuel column
height.

The specific feature of the model (VNPP) is presence of rods of burnable absorbers
(BAR) in FA guiding channels and that of the model (V1200) - fuel rods with burnable
absorber - gadolinium fuel rod (Gd fuel rod). Gadolinium is used as a burnable absorber;
number of Gd fuel rods and gadolinium content is higher as compared with WER-1000.

Process channel in FA for the model (V1200) unlike (VNPP) is displaced relative to the
center, fuel of some types of fuel assemblies is profiled.

Radial boundary in the models is outside radius of the reactor core barrel.
FA components, core baffle, CPS CR absorbing rod, face and radial reflectors are

represented in detail according to the design values. Presence of water gap near the peripheral
row of fuel assemblies with the core baffle is taken into account. Spacing grid with the
coolant over fuel assembly section is represented homogeneously.

3. CALCUALTION PROCEDURE

Two states of the reactor are under consideration: at HZP and at nominal power level.
Comparative analysis was performed hi terms of fuel power (reactor power distribution)

and in terms of effective neutron multiplication factor.
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All the calculations by core MCNP5 are performed with 360 degree presentation of the
core with output of the results of 163 fuel assemblies. Additional check of calculation error
by code MCNP5 was carried out by comparison of power in six sectors of core symmetry.
Calculation was terminated when maximum differences in the power of FAs arranged
symmetrically did not exceed 2%. The results in the sector given below are single type FA
averaged in all the sectors.

Presentation of geometrical arrangement in the sector (code MCNP5) with mirror
boundary conditions will be incorrect because of asymmetric arrangement of FA components
in VVER-1000 designs and especially in AES-2006.

The given paper pursues the following objective: to perform not only comparative
analysis of the results but to use potentialities of code RC for enhancing calculation accuracy.
It is realized by introducing correction which updates boundary conditions of diffusion
method. Correction was obtained at the stage of verification of code package based on the
operational feedback of VVER reactors.

To assess effectiveness of introduction of the given correction, two calculations were
performed: with regard for this correction and without.

4. CALCULATION RESULTS

Difference in the results of these two independent computer codes is determined by the
following parameters:

Kq - fuel assembly power pealing in respect to the reactor average value.
Keff - neutron multiplication factor with regard for neutron escape.
Standard deviation was used as an integral parameter.
Fuel assembly with maximum K<j (Kqmax) was singled out in the results obtained by

precision code MCNP5.

4.1 Calculation of the reactor states at HZP

Before calculations of power fields with 3D model (VNPP) by code MCNP5, a series of
calculations of effective neutron multiplication factor was performed by the experiments
carried out at Volgodon NPP for the reactor states with different position of CPS CR groups.
These states were the following: critical boric acid concentration, core component
temperature (temperature at the core inlet), CPS CR position (motion of groups with
numbers 1-10). All in all, thirteen calculations were performed which showed a good
correspondence with the experiment Table 1 gives integral parameters of calculations. The
number of histories in each calculation is about 30 mln. histories of neutrons.

Table 1 - Average values Keff. of 13 calculations
Average value
Standard deviation from the average
Standard deviation from Keff.=l

0,998702
0,000551
0,001460

One critical state was chosen out of critical states considered with position of CPS CR
working group by 22% from the core bottom. Power distribution in this state differs by higher
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gradient from the periphery to the center. Relative FA power was assessed, The results by
code MCNP5 are obtained by averaging single type FA of all the core sectors, and the number
of neutron histories is 1600 mln.

Figure 1 gives FA relative power distribution of benchmarking calculation by MCNP5.
The fuel assembly with CPS CR working group inserted is shown by an arrow.

0.546 0.793 1.196 1.535

0.613 0.477 0.671 0,854 1.490 1.270

0.591 0.471 0.543 0.513 0,747 0.997 1.450

Figure 1 VNPP - calculation of the state at HZP. Calculation by code MCNP5.

Figure 2 shows comparison of the results without consideration of correction in code RC.

Mean-square error of calculation by RC - 3.34%

Figure 2 VNPP - calculation of the state at HZP. Deviation of relative power of fuel
assemblies RC/MCNP5 (RC calculation without corrections)

Figure 3 gives FA relative power distribution with regard for correction in code RC.
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Mean-square error of calculation by RC - 2.20%

Figure 3 VNPP - calculation of the state at HZP. Deviation of relative FA power
RC/MCNP5 (RC calculation with corrections)

From the results given it follows that correction used in code package Sapfir _95&RC is
working and its application enables to achieve better correspondence of power fields, in
particular, maximum deviation is shifted into the fuel assembly with inserted working group
and FAs surrounding it.

The reactor state, under which assessment of emergency protection effectiveness is
performed, is additionally addressed. Realization of the given mode is the most complex in
realizing by the codes which use diffusion approximation.

According to the requirements of nuclear safety regulations /3/ the given mode is
considered with regard for sticking of one the most effective CPS CR in the upper position.
For this purpose two reactor states were considered. The first one (state 1) - all CPS CR are in
the extreme upper position, the working group is fully inserted into the core (boric acid
concentration corresponds to the reactor critical state). The second one (state 2) - CPS CRs
are dropped into the core without actuation of one drive (the most effective). In both cases
one state was considered in terms of thermophysics parameters. The number of neutron
histories in calculation by code MCNP5 is 1960 mln. histories. Table 2 gives calculation
results.

Table 2 - CPS CR worth.

Calculation

State 1
State 2

worth, %
Difference

(Sapfir/MCNP), %

RC (without
correction)

1.00560
0.95791

4,95

1.52

RC(with correction)

1.00415
0.95701

4,91

0,52

MCNP5

1,00020
0.95371

4,88

„

Other mode with drop of CPS CR is considered when all CPS CR groups (including the
working one - the tenth group) are inserted into the core from the extreme upper position. In
this case a series of intermediate positions over the core height is considered. Figure 4 shows
effectiveness of emergency protection versus core height. Effectiveness was assessed both
with regard for "sticking" of one the most effective CPS CR drive (Verskm- 1)) and when
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all the drives moves into the extreme low position (MCNP5 (Version 2) - one point, position
ofCPSCR" all below".

• MCNP5(Ver. 1)

-HB«—RC (without correction)

RC (with correction)

• MCNP5 (Ver. 2)

•**"&• RC {without correction)

—x« RC (with correction)

-0,08
H (reactor core), cm

Figure 4 Effectiveness of emergency protection

It follows from the figure that in calculating CPS CR worth at HZP with the help of code
RC, the calculated value is slightly increased that is explained by using diffusion
approximation laid down into the basis of the given code. The number of neutron histories in
calculation by code MCNP5 per each point is 80 mln.

Figure 5 gives assessment of control group (CG) worth versus core height. It shall be
noted that CG full worth at HZP does not exceed 0.5%AK/K. With the aim of decrease in
calculation error by code MCNP5, the number of neutron histories per calculated point was
reduced to 200 mln. As it follows from analysis of figure 5 it turned out to be insufficient. In
calculating by code RC introduction of correction makes possible to improve agreement
between the results of both codes.
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J3SO.....40O

• MCNP5

(without correction)

—o—RC (with correction)

-0,45
H (reactor core), CM

Figure 5 Control group worth.

4.2 Calculation of reactor state simulating reactor operation at nominal power level

For test 2D problem simulating the state at nominal power, core parameters (fuel
temperature, coolant density) corresponded to reactor average parameters at nominal power
level.

In description of the model, CPS CR position corresponded to the extreme upper
position. Face reflectors were simulated in detail. The number of neutron histories in
calculation by code MCNP5 is about 960 mln. histories.

Figure 6 gives FA relative power distribution of benchmarking calculation by MCNP5.

Figure 6 VNPP - simulation of working state. Calculation by code MCNP5.

Figures 7, 8 show distribution of differences in values Kq obtained by two codes.
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Mean-square error of calculation by RC -1.99%

Figure 7 YNPP - simulation of working state. Deviation of FA relative power
RC/MCNP5 (RC calculation without corrections)

Mean-square error of calculation by RC - 0.85%

Figure 8 VNPP - simulation of working state. Deviation of FA relative power
RC/MCNP5 (RC calculation with corrections)

Effectiveness of corrections is better to demonstrate by replacement of the core
composition without changing a radial reflector. Replacement was carried out for the first
AES-2006 loading. The given loading was developed at FSUE "OKB GIDROPRESS". The
number of neutron histories in calculation by code MCNP5 is about 800 mln. histories. The
specific feature of this fuel loading is use of uranium-gadolinium fuel. Calculation is
performed using 2D geometry.

Figure 9 gives FA relative power distribution of benchmarking calculation by MCNP5.
Figures J 0,11 give distribution of differences in values Kq obtained by two codes.
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Figure 9 (V1200) - simulation of working state. Calculation by code MCNP5.

Figure 10 (VI200) - simulation of working state. Deviation of FA relative power
RC/MCNP5 (RC calculation without corrections)

Mean-square error of calculation by RC -1.53%

Figure 11 (V1200) - simulation of working state. Deviation of FA relative power
RC/MCNP5 (RC calculation with corrections)

Mean-square error of calculation by RC - 1.52%
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Introduction of correction has reduced calculation error of power near the core baffle.
Calculation demonstrated independence of correction for boundary conditions from the core
composition.

5. CONCLUSION

A series of 2D and 3D test problems is prepared using code MCNP5 to check accuracy of
simulating power as well as other parameters of nuclear safety in VVER reactors. The results
of checking accuracy of diffusion code RC, simulating the core with regard for reflectors, are
given.

In the course of work possibility of enhancement accuracy of calculations by code RC,
using corrections on the core-reflector boundary, is shown. Introduction of the given
correction in computer code is justified by its builders and does not depend on the core
composition. It is necessary to note that finalization of the given correction will be required
only if critical changes in the design of reactor components take place, firstly, in
reflector (core baffle).

A good agreement of calculation results has been shown. They were obtained using code
package Sapfir _95&RC_VVER with benchmarking calculations of fuel assembly power and
assessment of the effectiveness of emergency protection.

Difference of calculated values Kq and Kqmax at nominal power level does not
exceed 3%. Code MCNP5 is planned to be used further for preparation of a series of test
problems for WER reactors.
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